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Abstract— In this paper we demonstrate adaptive flow control
for an incompressible viscous fluid through a two-dimensional
channel without using an analytical model. An adaptive dis-
turbance rejection algorithm is implemented within a CFD
simulation to reduce the effects of an unknown time-varying
inlet velocity disturbance on the performance variable, which is
the longitudinal velocity component of the flow at a downstream
location. The algorithm requires minimal knowledge of the
system, specifically, the numerator coefficients of the transfer
functions from the control inputs to the performance variable.
System identification, based on CFD simulation prior to dis-
turbance rejection, is used to identify the required parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Active flow control has attracted increasing attention over

the past several years. Applications include improving the

aerodynamics of aerospace vehicles, such as reducing drag

and increasing lift on a wing, suppressing vortex shedding

around bluff bodies, altering flow characteristics in compres-

sors by relaminarizing flow to reduce power consumption,

minimizing drag penalties in mixing processes such as the

air-fuel mixture in combustion engines, and reducing noise

emissions. The potential benefits of active flow control are

only beginning to be realized. An overview of flow control

is given by [1].

Among the standard control techniques that have been

applied to active flow control are PI and LQG controllers [2]–

[4] based on models of the linearized Navier-Stokes equation,

obtained by a Galerkin procedure. LQG/LTR control of the

streamfunction formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation

is used in [5], [6] to achieve drag reduction below the

laminar level. An LQG controller based on a reduced-order

model obtained from a finite element code is used in [7]. In

addition, a nonlinear control law is developed in [8], where

a Galerkin method is used to derive a reduced-order model

of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation. Alternative

methods presented in [9]–[11] include PDE-based control,

robust control, and predictive control with direct numerical

simulation (DNS). Dynamic stall and flow separation control

by periodic excitation are discussed in [12]–[14].

Additional techniques include a MATLAB-FEATFLOW

DNS coupling in [15] to control the recirculation bubble
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behind a backward-facing step. In [16] a CFD simulation,

along with NARMAX identification and linear feedback

control, is used to control flow separation using synthetic

jets. Traditional Galerkin methods are used in [17], [18]

to regulate the flow behind a cylinder wake. A robust H∞

controller is used in [19] to control the reattachment length

downstream of a backward-facing step.

An alternative to pure model-based control methods is to

use adaptive control. In [20], the ARMARKOV disturbance

rejection algorithm is used for a weapons-bay suppression

system. Adaptive control of flow-induced cavity oscillations

is considered in [21]. Robust and adaptive methods are

compared in [22] for controlling the recirculation length

behind a backward-facing step, the lift of a generic high-lift

configuration, and pressure recovery in a diffusor flow. Adap-

tive extremum-seeking controllers are employed in [23]–[25]

to regulate the flow behind a backward-facing step, minimize

the drag of a bluff body, and reduce noise emissions in turbo-

machinery. In [26], the ARMARKOV algorithm is used in

a two-dimensional channel CFD simulation to reduce the

effects of an unknown transverse velocity disturbance on a

downstream performance variable, and in [27], the algorithm

is used to modify the steady-state flow field in a 2D channel.

The goal of this paper is to apply ARMARKOV distur-

bance rejection to a CFD simulation of 2D channel Poiseuille

(viscous) flow with a time-varying upstream velocity dis-

turbance. We thus consider a two-dimensional channel with

velocity sensors y and z and control jets u1 and u2, where the

goal is to reduce the effects of an unknown time-varying inlet

velocity disturbance using the control jets. The disturbance

w(t) is superimposed on the nominal channel inlet velocity

V0. This problem arrangement is motivated by applications

where it is desired to maintain nominal flow conditions

despite upstream variations.

Flow control using the ARMARKOV adaptive algorithm

differs from model-based control methods since a detailed

model of the flow is not required. Instead, a CFD simulation

is used to generate input/output data from which the essential

model parameters are extracted. The identification is per-

formed by perturbing the flow with band-limited white noise

applied at the control jets. The numerator coefficients of an

ARMARKOV model are then identified off-line. Adaptive

flow control is achieved by a compensator whose parameter
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matrix is updated on-line by a gradient algorithm. An alter-

native method for identifying fluid-dynamic systems is given

by [28].

To apply this technique, we first use a CFD simulation

coupled with system identification to obtain the numerator

coefficients of the transfer functions from the control inputs

to the performance variable. Alternatively, measurements ob-

tained from the physical system can be used for identification

assuming that external disturbance levels are manageable

compared to the identification input. Adaptive flow control

using the ARMARKOV algorithm can then be implemented

in real time on the physical system.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DESCRIPTION

Consider the 2D channel geometry shown in Figure 1.

Let u1(t) ∈ R be the control signal applied to the flow

on the lower wall, u2(t) ∈ R be the control signal applied

to the flow on the upper wall, y(t) ∈ R the measurement

variable, and z(t) ∈ R the performance variable. Here

y(t) and z(t) are deviations from the nominal longitudinal

velocity components of the flow at the sensor locations. The

control signals u1(t) and u2(t) represent mass flow velocities

normal to the channel walls into (or out of) the system. The

goal is to reduce the effects of an unknown channel inlet

velocity disturbance w(t) ∈ R using the control jets. The

inlet disturbance is superimposed on the nominal channel

inlet velocity V0 > 0; the total velocity at the inlet is thus

V∞(t) = V0 + w(t).

Fig. 1. 2D channel geometry for adaptive flow control.

The wall separation distance is H = 0.25 m, and the

channel length is L/H = 12. Two suction/blowing jets,

through orifices of width 0.2H , are located in the walls of

the channel, the first to apply control along the lower wall,

located at xu1
/H = 3 from the channel inlet on the lower

wall, and the second to apply control along the upper wall,

located at xu2
/H = 5 from the channel inlet on the upper

wall. Measurement and performance velocity sensors y and

z are located in the center of the channel at xy/H = 4 and

xz/H = 6, respectively, from the channel inlet.

For simulation, we take the nominal channel inlet velocity

to be V0 = 0.02 m/s and assume that the fluid is incom-

pressible. Taking the fluid as air at standard temperature

and pressure, dynamic viscosity µ = 1.7894× 10−5 kg/m-s,

and wall separation distance as the characteristic length, the

Reynolds number is ReH = 350.

III. CFD SIMULATION SETUP

A 2D, segregated, unsteady, implicit, second-order solver

is used for the CFD simulations. This configuration allows us

to capture the effects of the fluid motion while staying well

below transition to turbulence. The use of a small Reynolds

number also allows us to assume that the fluid system is

incompressible.

The CFD mesh is a rectangular grid with cell size 0.01 m

× 0.005 m (0.04H × 0.02H), resulting in 300 streamwise

cells and 50 wall normal cells. The simulation step size is

0.01 s, which allows frequency domain analysis up to 50

Hz. The channel inlet and both control jets are defined as

velocity inlets, while the channel outlet is a pressure outlet.

The pressure drop across the outlet is set to be zero.

Figure 2 provides a software flow chart of the simulation

process. The two-dimensional channel is simulated within

the CFD software Fluent, a commercial computational fluid

dynamics software package available from Fluent, Inc. [29].

Using the User Defined Functions (UDFs) within Fluent, C-

program functions were written and connected to the CFD

simulation.

Fig. 2. Software flow chart for CFD-based adaptive flow control.

At every time step within the simulation, the boundary

conditions at the channel inlet are set according to the

output of the disturbance UDF. Also, the measurement and

performance variables y(t) and z(t) are read directly into

the adaptive control UDF. These sensor measurements, along

with the data obtained from off-line system identification

(completed before closed-loop CFD simulations, see Section

V), are used to calculate the appropriate velocity values to

apply at the control jets u1 and u2. The boundary conditions

at the control jets are then updated directly from the control

UDF. ASCII text files are used to transfer data to and from

the simulation environment, which are subsequently used for

post-processing the simulation results.

To facilitate the computation, the simulation is written to

run in a parallel computing environment. In particular, the C-

programming code requires parallel computing notation for

data input/output by the computing cluster. Simulations are

run on dual-processor nodes. The use of two processors is

most efficient for our CFD mesh; beyond two processors,
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the simulation times increase due to communication delays

between the compute nodes.

IV. ADAPTIVE DISTURBANCE REJECTION ALGORITHM

DEVELOPMENT

CFD-based adaptive flow control is based on the AR-

MARKOV disturbance rejection algorithm [30], [31] imple-

mented within the CFD software Fluent. The ARMARKOV

algorithm is applied to various experimental testbeds in [32]–

[41] and is demonstrated on fluid dynamic systems in [26],

[27].

To develop a rigorous framework for the ARMARKOV

algorithm, logarithmic Lyapunov functions are shown in [42]

to be useful in convergence proofs for discrete-time adaptive

controllers. Logarithmic Lyapunov functions aid in proving

Lyapunov stability in the discrete-time setting since the key

technical lemma [43] does not guarantee Lyapunov stability.

Logarithmic Lyapunov functions are used in [44] to prove

Lyapunov stability for discrete-time model reference adaptive

control when the normalized projection algorithm is used for

parameter identification. A variation of the ARMARKOV

algorithm with provable convergence properties for adaptive

stabilization, command following, and disturbance rejection

for minimum-phase discrete-time systems is presented in

[45].

V. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

To obtain the required controller parameters for the AR-

MARKOV model, a CFD simulation is used with band-

limited white noise injected into undisturbed (V∞(t) ≡
V0, w(t) = 0) laminar flow from the control jets. The input

and performance velocity measurements are recorded at a

sampling rate of 100 Hz.

We implement the time-domain ARMARKOV/Toeplitz

system identification technique [32], [33] to extract the

required controller parameters, specifically the numerator

coefficients of the transfer functions from the control inputs

to the performance variable. These coefficients are subse-

quently used by the adaptive controller during closed-loop

simulations.

VI. RESULTS

To test the adaptive disturbance rejection algorithm, a

longitudinal velocity disturbance w(t) is applied at the

channel inlet, superimposed on the nominal channel inlet

velocity of V0 = 0.02 m/s, yielding the total channel inlet

velocity V∞(t) = V0 + w(t). Three cases are considered.

We first use a single-tone signal to disturb the nominal flow

in the channel. Here, the disturbance w(t) is a sine wave

with constant frequency and constant amplitude applied to

the channel inlet, in addition to the nominal channel inlet

velocity V0. Next, the disturbance signal is chosen to have

two harmonic components. Finally, we use a filtered band-

limited white noise signal to disturb the flow. In all cases,

although the disturbance is created within the simulation, the

controller has no knowledge of the disturbance. The nominal

channel inlet velocity V0 is used to nondimensionalize all

velocities in the following results.

A. Single-tone Disturbance

For a single-tone disturbance, the amplitude of the dis-

turbance signal w(t) is chosen to be 50% of the nominal

channel inlet velocity V0. Figure 3 shows the deviation

from nominal in the longitudinal velocity at the location

of z for both the open-loop and closed-loop responses to

a disturbance signal at 0.1 Hz. The adaptive disturbance

rejection controller decreases the deviation in longitudinal

velocity within a few seconds. Figure 4 shows the power

spectral density of both the open-loop response and the

closed-loop response. A reduction of about 100 dB in the

closed-loop response is achieved at the disturbance frequency

of 0.1 Hz. Due to the nonlinearity of the flow dynamics,

multiple harmonics remain; however, the power at these

frequencies is less than at the 0.1-Hz fundamental frequency.

Note that the nondimensionalized longitudinal velocity at z
is greater than 1; this is to be expected since the channel

flow is fully developed at this location (xz/H = 6).
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Fig. 3. Open-loop and closed-loop longitudinal performance velocity
response for a single-tone 0.1-Hz disturbance.
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Fig. 4. Open-loop and closed-loop power spectrum for a single-tone 0.1-Hz
disturbance.

The results shown in Figures 3 and 4 are obtained with

a controller order of nc = 50. For all simulations the
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controller order is varied in increments of 5 between 25 and

50. Although a higher order controller generally improves

disturbance rejection, the improvements are not significant

above nc = 30. No computational difficulties arise from

increasing the controller order beyond nc = 25.

In addition to varying the controller order, the effect of

varying the disturbance frequency is also investigated. Figure

5 shows the the deviation from nominal in the longitudinal

velocity at the location of z for both the open-loop and

closed-loop responses to a disturbance signal at 0.2 Hz.

The adaptive disturbance rejection controller decreases the

perturbation in longitudinal velocity within a few seconds.

Figure 6 shows the power spectral density of both the open-

loop response and the closed-loop response. A reduction of

about 120 dB in the closed-loop response is achieved at the

disturbance frequency of 0.2 Hz. It is interesting to note that,

in this case, the higher harmonics do not cause spillover (in

the sense of [46]), as is the case with a 0.1-Hz disturbance.
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Fig. 5. Open-loop and closed-loop longitudinal performance velocity
response for a single-tone 0.2-Hz disturbance.
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Fig. 6. Open-loop and closed-loop power spectrum for a single-tone 0.2-Hz
disturbance.

B. Dual-tone Disturbance

Next, a dual-tone signal is used to disturb the nominal

channel flow. The amplitude of the disturbance signal w(t)
is chosen to be 50% of the nominal channel inlet velocity V0.

Dual frequency disturbance rejection is simulated as in the

single frequency case, with the only change being in the UDF

used to drive the disturbance. Figure 7 shows both the open-

loop and closed-loop responses to a disturbance containing

0.1-Hz and 0.15-Hz components. The controller is seen to

reduce the deviation from nominal in the longitudinal veloc-

ity at the location of z in about 100 seconds. Figure 8 shows

the power spectral density of the open-loop and closed-loop

response to the dual-tone disturbance. A decrease of up to 50

dB in the closed-loop response is seen at both disturbance

frequencies. The maximum control effort is approximately

twice the nominal channel inlet velocity V0, as shown in

Figure 9.
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Fig. 7. Open-loop and closed-loop longitudinal performance velocity
response for dual-tone 0.1-Hz and 0.15-Hz disturbance.
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Fig. 8. Open-loop and closed-loop power spectrum for dual-tone 0.1-Hz
and 0.15-Hz disturbance.

As with the single-tone case, the disturbance spectrum and

the controller order are varied. Although most disturbance

frequency pairs between 0.05 Hz and 1.0 Hz are rejected by
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Fig. 9. Closed-loop control input velocity for dual-tone 0.1-Hz and 0.15-Hz
disturbance.

the controller, there exist cases where disturbance rejection

is not obtained. The nonlinear effect of the channel flow

dynamics in some cases produces strong super and sub

harmonics that are not removed by the controller. In these

cases the magnitude of the closed-loop performance is less

than the open-loop response but not to the extent shown in

Figure 8.

Varying controller order for the dual-tone case is found

to have both a positive and negative effect. In the case of a

0.05-Hz and 0.09-Hz dual-tone disturbance, as the controller

order is increased in increments of 5 above nc = 30, the re-

jection of the fundamental frequencies stays nearly the same,

however, spillover occurs at both super and sub harmonics.

This spillover leads to an overall larger magnitude steady-

state response of the longitudinal performance variable z. In

most simulations a controller order is found that reduces the

fundamental frequencies with reasonable attenuation of both

super and sub harmonics.

C. White Noise Disturbance

The third case involves band-limited white noise as the

disturbance signal. The band-limited white noise disturbance

is generated prior to the CFD simulation using Simulink’s

Band-Limited White Noise block with noise power 0.00001

W/Hz and then passing the data through a second-order filter

with ζ = 0.05 and ωn = 16 rad/sec. The filtered data are

limited to a frequency band of approximately 1 Hz to 5 Hz,

with zero mean and standard deviation σ = 0.0015 m/s. The

disturbance data are then saved to an ASCII text file; the text

file is read during the simulation and applied at the channel

inlet as w(t), superimposed on the nominal channel inlet

velocity V0.

Figure 10 shows the time history of both the open-loop

and closed-loop response to a band-limited white noise

disturbance. The controller reduces the amplitude of the

deviation in longitudinal velocity from nominal at the per-

formance variable z in about 50 seconds. Figure 11 shows

the power spectral density plot of the open-loop and closed-

loop responses to the band-limited white noise disturbance.

A decrease of up to 70 dB in the closed-loop response is

seen across the frequency range, up to about 5 Hz.
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Fig. 10. Open-loop and closed-loop longitudinal performance velocity
response for a band-limited white noise disturbance.
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Fig. 11. Open-loop and closed-loop power spectrum for a band-limited
white noise disturbance.

In addition to varying the controller order, the noise power

of the band-limited white noise disturbance is increased. It

is found that noise power greater than 0.0001 W/Hz excites

nonlinear dynamics of the flow, which the controller is not

able to suppress by a substantial amount.

VII. CONCLUSION

Adaptive flow control using the ARMARKOV disturbance

rejection algorithm was demonstrated by means of a 2D

channel Poiseuille flow CFD simulation. No first-principles

model was derived or is needed for this adaptive disturbance

rejection algorithm; instead, system identification was used

to estimate the numerator coefficients of the transfer func-

tions from the control inputs to the performance variable.

Disturbance rejection was demonstrated for single-tone, dual-

tone, and band-limited white noise disturbances. Disturbance

rejection of up to 120 dB, between 0.01 Hz and 1 Hz, for

both the single-tone and dual-tone cases was achieved, along
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with up to 70 dB rejection, up to 5 Hz, in the band-limited

white noise case. The combination of CFD simulation and

the adaptive disturbance rejection algorithm thus constitutes a

technique for controlling a fluid without analytical modeling

and with limited empirical (identification) modeling.
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